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Wargam NER'S NEWSLETTER

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS



MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD.
5 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, S02 ONZ — TELE 20855

The Meial Model Soldier Manufacturers run by Wargamers for Wargamers offer the
lowest priced metal figures ANYWHERE covering the periods between ANCIENT EGYPT
to the BRITISH COLONIAL 1880s inclut<>"-

With the effect fron 1st May 1971, we withdrew all HO/OO figures and
therefore apologise to all our customers for any inconvenience this may give
with your present tfargnming setup. This step has been taken because the "S"
Hange 25om figures are now so popular it is impractical carrying two sixes of
figures very close in scale, but with the 25mm detail we have no alternative
other than discontinuing the HO/OO listings.

The March 1971 Catalogue is available at l8p and this shows the figures
now available in the 25mm range. However Dick and his Apprentice have again
done the "dirty" on me so a number of new figures are available and not
referenced in the listings, again my memory was not one hundred per cent when
we typed up the proof so hereunder is the current list of NEW and FO-K50TTEN

NaPOLDDNIC

H.N. JkS British i/aterloo Foot Guards Grenadier Advancing.
F.N. 63 French Line Chasseur Officer advancing.
F.N. 523 French Old Guard Drummer.
F.II. 53s French .-Jlite Light Infantry Officer.
:•'.:.. 5*tS French Carabineer Advancing.
F.N. Jj6S French Battalion Company Infantryman Advancing.

ANC ISN'T

Slephant IS is priced 75p and includes Howdah and Mahout.

••:.••:•; i-iii civi^ .....<

.-LC.-V.A. IS Saker Field piece -.v 22}p.
C.C.V.n. 2S Galloper Gun with horse *2 22>rp.

i-\ .<THia>M1:IG RELS/iSaS

A.C.W.A. 2S nmerican Civil War Parrot Gun.

ri.C.i/.A. JJ American Civil '..'ar Gatling Gun.
ft.A.C. ho Assyrian ./ar Chariot.
H.C.H. kS Heavy Cavalry Horse (Going hell for leather).
8.N.C. 1S0 British Hussar Officer.

B.N.C. 2SO Royal Scots Grey Officer.
B.N.C. 330 British Heavy Dragoon Officer.
B.N.C. *tS0 British Light Dragoon Officer.
B.N.C. 630 British Household Cavalry Officer.
F.N.G. 130 French Chasseur a Clieval Officer.

F.N.C. 230 Grenadier a Cheval of the Guard Officer.
K.N.C: 330 Cuii-assier Officer.
F.N.C. ?30 French Line Dragoon Officer.
F.N.C. 830 Polish Guard Lancer Officer.
F.ii.C. 930 French Line Light Horse Lancer Officer.
F.N.C. 12S0 French Line Hussar Officer.

F.N.C. 1330 Chasseur a Cheval of the Guard Officer.
F.N.C. 1'i30 French Carabineer Officer.

R. 113 Janissary Officer.
R. 123 Armoured Lansknecht Officer.

The Design Department are currently working on new Colonial Figures (I
think) but a lot of new figures have been planned for your future enjoyment
and will include Cavalry Trumpters, Standard Bearers, more Ancient Infantr"
and Cavalry (you guessed right - Phil and Sue Barker came down for a day)
and lots of other goodies.

Commercial Director-NEVILLE DICKINSON Design Director—RICHARD HIGGC
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EDITORIAL

H. G. Wells, playing scientific soldiers

job keeping up with iti "Looking
uuions brimful of interesting in-

<-o-mation for wargamers so that 1 am concerned with how they can afford to buy enough
to keep m with all the latest developments! In addition, some of these magazines
list new ranges of wargames figures in scales from 20 to Scrams plus numerous access
ories. Books (besides those 1 have written) come out frequently ana, with the high
cost of publishing, arc- priced perhaps beyond the range of the youthful wargamer s
pocket.

\t a most enjoyable Hull Convention recently, I met innumerable wargamers from
Clubs that I did not know existed and whose ability in painting and modelling to
gether with their enthusiasm impressed me immensely.

On the surface, all this may appear to be a fine thing for the hobby but it is
causin- an entirely new complexion to come over it. To keep up to date with every
thing that is going on, the wargamer will need to spend far more than he can afford
on magazines and books (but that may be handled by Clubs taking out subscriptions ana
circularising the magazines .aid books on a rota to their members). men there is the
angle of so many magazines bearing so many well-worded and nicely illustrated advert
isements concerning innumerable ranges of wargames figures. .iith the exception of
ftirfix. these are all metal figures and, without decrying for a moment the value for
money, priced so that it costs a considerable sum to establish an army of any realis
tic proportions. This means that if the wargamer buys the magazines and books then
he cannot afford the soldiers and vice-versa and if I know wargamers they are going
to go for model figures rather than writ.en words.

But like everything else, the price of materials and labour continues to rise
rapidly so that the young wargamer, for certain, must consider what he can afford in
the way of metal figures. Airfix, whose cheap plastic figures are responsible for
about 75',. of the new entrants to the hobby, could make it possible for the wargamer
to have both figures and literature but for their seemingly slow rate of production
of new types and periods of soldiers. But their moulds cost huge sums of money and,
with each box containing such a variety of figures, production is a lengthy business.
I wish it were oossiblc for Airfix to quadruple their production and to employ an ex
perienced adviser who will aid them in planning a systematic programme of production
"of war-ames figures. In this way they could make it possible for the wargamcr to
build up armies in the most popular periods with the correct proportions of infantry,
cavalry and artillery and save hin from going mad by trying to convert Tarzan figures,
Robin Hood and his Merry Men and astronauts into ;.'a;oleonic Line Infantry or whatever
else he requiresl

DON FJJATH i.-'.J i'Oi.^.

Subscription rates:-

£2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#5-50 in U.3.A. and Canada).

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

rfargaming is progressing so fast that I have a job keeping up with
id" this month tells of new (and other) publications brimful ox intc

Full page
Half Page

£6.00 (#16.00).
£3.00 (#8.00).

Quarter Page
Eighth Page

Classified adverts 1p (2 cents) per word.

£1.50p (.01*.00)
75P (#2.00)
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FIRING INTO THE BROWN! %S

The Fortune of War,
Be you ever so bold,
Is a mound of earth

Or a stripe of gold.*

*//orld .v'ar I wound stripe.

___oo0oo— -^^t "-^r-r^t Qc"
From the end of the thirteenth century the horses themselves wore defensive

armour. i'o protect its head the horse wore a chanfron, whilst the neck was covered
with a crinet with mail attachment. The front of the horse's body was protected by
the peytral, its sides by the flanchards and its rear by the crupper. A strong
horse had no difficulty in carrying this defensive covering which in the later
stages of its development only weighed just over seventy pounds, including saddle
and mail.

00O00

In the late 19th century, artillery fire had the following advantage over in
fantry :-

Its projectiles are larger, and have a greater range. Artillery can therefore
act against Infantry at a distance at which the latter's fire would be ineffective.
The projectiles used are common shell, shrapnel, and case shot.

Shell is used against buildings or entrenchments; against Artillery, to damage
guns and carriages; and against troops in masses, under cover, or to enfilade them
in line.

Shrapnel is used against Artillery, to kill men and horses; and against troops
in open order, or behind obstacles, through which shells can penetrate and burst.

Case shot is used against troops at short ranges.

00O00

EXPEDITION AGAINST THE BTJNERWALS AND CHAMLA.vALS IN 1898

In an attack on the

Chamlawals in 1898 the ar
as they made a difficult
at 1,500 yards range. Th
slopes against tribesmen
the face of matchlock fir

coming demoralised by art
tribesmen took to their h

slope. Only 1 man was ki
cavalry had forced the Pu
rough track, ice and hoar
ing the cavalry and infan

Tanga Pass during an expedition against the Bunerwals and
tillery opened fire at 2,200 yards range, covering the Buffs
climb onto a ridge from where they commenced volley-firing
e remainder of the infantry made a frontal attack up steep
positioned behind stone sangars, making steady progress in
e and avalanches of rocks rolled down upon them. Fast be-
illery fire and long-range volleys from the Buffs, the
eels when the attacking infantry neared the top of the
lied but the tribesmen lost at least 50. Meanwhile, the
sai Pass in an operation made extremely difficult by the
frost, and three nights bivouacking without baggage. Find-
try in their midst the tribesmen submitted.

00O00

A "Pike" is a two handed weapon over 12 feet in length and used by troops in
close order in controlled masses. Therefore it was not the weapon of barbarian "wild
men" and even less that of levies. Neither would be amenable to the type of training
that would be needed to make a pike phalanx effective. Research Group Rules now
classify the short and long spear types for infantry, and restrict spear armed bowmen

to a short spear only.

00O00

HINT OF THE MONTH by Steven Davies-Norris (12 years)

Chairman, St. Michael's College .Vargaming Society

The black centres off the Haig Fund Poppies can be used with pins and a flag in

them to represent a unit when painted and glued up.



Janissaries
tion. The most promising youths were removed to serve
before being enrolled as "yeni-cheri'' or "new troops",
ed each year, to be brought up in special places of instruction, subject to the
severest military and religious disciplines; they were almost an eastern counterpart
of the fighting monks of the western orders of the Hospital and the Temple. The
Janissaries were not allowed to marry; they were to abstain from luxury, extrava
gance and practices unseemly for soldiers and brave men; they were to observe strict
religious law, and to allow into the ranks none except those who had been properly
levied. Many of these regulations were soon infringed, particularly the last, for
the privileges attached to membership of the corps meant that parents were soon
begging to have their children enrolled. At first recruits were limited to the
children and relatives of former Janissaries, but later the whole system was re
laxed, and anyone was allowed to join, only negroes being barred.

In times of peace, the Janissaries were allowed to carry only swords and clubs,
unless they were serving at frontier posts, and they received no pay. As a result
the regulation forbidding them to engage in trade was quickly forgotten and between
campaigns they earned their bread like ordinary civilians. 0n campaign the Janiss
aries carried scimitar, lance, dagger and bow, or later an arquebus or musket. Some
sources also suggest a round shield. A powder horn was slung on the right side, if
a matchlock was carried, with a length of match coiled round the left arm, ready for
use. i/ith regard to musketry, the Turkish weapon "7 to 9 palms long" was used with
great accuracy by the Janissaries; many were the instances during the siege of Malta
in 1565 in which their firing outclassed that of the defenders by a long way. ./hen
the time for the charge came, the Janissary soldier would sling his musket across
his back and use his sword or dagger. Some variety in descriptions of the weaponry
they carried can be attributed to the fact that the individual soldier had to pro
vide his own, and equipment could well have varied greatly from man to man.

The dress of the Janissaries: most sources agree upon the subject of headgear:
the tall white cap with the long trailing sleeve hanging down the back. Round the
base of the hat there was a design worked in gold (whether this was actually metal
or merely an embroidered design is not apparent). ./hat may at one time have been a
nose-guard served as an attachment for holding the tall heron plume, seen on the
second figure from the right in the illustration. According to most information,
this plume was not worn in battle. i.'ho Ion..; tail of the cap was a reminder of the
time when the Saint Haji Bektash, founder of the Bektashi dervishes, blessed the
corps at its inception by laying the long white sleeve of his coat across the head
of the Aga of Janissaries. The two figures on the right are taken from R.Knotel's

THE JANISSAUIgS

by

Chris Beaumont

The Janis

saries, first
formed by the

Sultan Murad in

about 1360,
were the world's

first regular
standing infan

try force, and
the core of the

Turkish army

until 1326.
Originally they
were recruited

from the child

ren of Christ

ians living
within the

bounds of the

Ottoman Empire:
all those who

had attained

the age of 7
years were sub
ject to inspec-

period of apprenticeship,
nt first 1,000 were recruit-



"Heere der Vergangenheit"
series, and originally came
from sixteenth century works

on contemporary costume. Both

men wear the long overgarment,
variously referred to as a

caftan or spahi, which was
made of silk. To facilitate

movement, the long skirts
were often tucked up into the
belt or sash at the waist,

either at the front or the

back. Sources vary as to
whether this garment was light
blue for the whole corps or
whether many different colours
were worn. Certainly a

coloured print dated 1577
(./eigel's book on dress) shows
it as being green, and it may
be that some time after this

date a uniform colour was in

troduced.

The officer, second from
the left, is taken from Toman.

Senior officers (beuluks) wore
red boots, the others yellow;

those of subordinate officers

were black. The character on

the left is an Aga (Commander-
in-Chief) of the Janissaries.

The figure is taken from
Larousse's "Dictionnaire Encyclopedique" (1929 edition!) which might seem a way out
source, but it is the only illustration of an Aga I have found anywhere. The same
source shows a Janissary soldier, devoid of the caftan and wearing only the short
tunic, as in the centre figure in my drawing. The man in my sketch in fact comes
from a Turkish work, the "Nusretname", which describes the conquest of Georgia, in
1578. Janissaries are shown occupying the city of Tiflis, captured by Lala Mustafa
Pasha, and they are all wearing this costume, in varying colours. Another point
worth noting is that all the stocks of their muskets are inlaid with patterns.

Until 157^, the corps numbered only 20,000 men, but with the slackening off of
admission regulations this increased to 43,688. The Sultan Ibrahim (l6'fO-8) reduced
the number to 17,000, but from his reign onwards they increased steadily till in 1826
they numbered 135,000. The whole corps (ojak) was divided into smaller units (ortas).
Each orta had a flag, half yellow, half red, while the banner of the ojak was of
white silk, with verses from the Koran embroidered upon it in gold. Each orta also
had several large cauldrons, used for boiling soup. If these were lost to the enemy,
all the officers of the unit were disgraced.

Like the Roman Praetorian Guard and the Russian Strelitz, the Janissaries proved
as much trouble to their rulers as to the enemies of the Grande Porte. As their

numbers swelled, their turbulence grew, and dissatisfaction with the regime sent them
rampaging through the streets of Constantinople, pillaging and burning. In the 28
years of Ahmed Ill's reign, they set fire to the city 140 times; Sultans remained in
power just as long as the Janissaries were content with them. At the beginning of
the 19th century several attempts were made to suppress the Janissaries and replace
them with a new body of regular infantry. These attempts failed until the Janissary
riot of 1826, when troops loyal to the Sultan surrounded the insurgents in El Meidan
square, Constantinople. War was formally declared against them, but the Janissaries
refused to yield even when artillery was brought up to rake the square. In the
bloodbath which followed, the Sultan's troops slaughtered the entire corps of Janis
saries, burning down the barracks where the survivors took refuge and hanging all the
prisoners they took. So ended the warriors who boasted that "the body of a Janissary
is only a stepping stone for his brethren into the breach itself."

THE oPAHIS

The Spahis were the standing regular cavalry of the Ottoman Empire. The word
comes from the Persian "siparhi" meaning warrior (synonymous with sepoy) ...nd designat-



ed the holders of fiefs in central Asia who yielded personal military service to their
superiors. In Turkey a similar system prevailed, the land being divided into several
categories. Vakuf-land provided revenues for the upkeep of public buildings and in
stitutions; yurtluk-ojaklik lands were the frontier districts, and revenues went to
wards defence; timar, ziamet and khas lands were regions where the revenues were
2,000 - 20,000 aspres, 20,000 - 100,000 aspres and over 100,000 aspres respectively
and these were held either by state officials or as hereditary fiefs by the Spahis -
the feudal nobility of Turkey.

When he went to war, the spahi had to bring with him contingents of infantry,
cavalry and naval troops from his territory. He himself went into battle riding a
magnificent steed, and wielding the best weapons the armourers of Turkey could pro
vide: lance, scimitar, bow, axe, hammer, mace and boar-spear; firearms were sometimes
also carried. The man on the right in the sketch carries the round cane shield; this
was made of willow or fig tree branches, bound in concentric rings with wool, silk or
gold thread, with a steel boss in the centre. From about the 17th century on, it is
likely that the increasing use of firearms made all-steel shields more popular.

The heavy-looking character on the left wears the typical helmet of the 16th and
17th centuries. It was bowl shaped, with a metal spike in the centre (hidden behind
plume in the picture) and a plume holder/nose guard at the front. The aventail
"(curtain) of chain mail hung down to the shoulders at the sides and back and low over
the eyese at the front. Plate armour was never popular in the east, due to the

Light
Horse

climate, and mail was more frequently worn, i'he most common form of body armour was
the Persian "char aina" or four mirrors, consisting of a large breastplate, a similar
back plate and two smaller ones that fitted beneath the armpits at either sid>. -"he
figure in the picture wears only mail protection except for the bazubands or vamb.aces
on his forearms, pieces of plate armour extending to points to defend the elbow.

The first troops of Spahis carried a yellow standard, the second red, the third
red and white, fourth white and yellow, fifth green and white.

LIGHT CAVALRY

A large part of the Turkish army in the field was always irregular light horse.
Unlike the west, where the advance guard was a position of honour, eastern battle
fields saw the Turkish vanguard as a swarm of mounted Kurds, Tartars and feudal
levies, who pushed ahead of the main army, pillaging and devastating. Fighting with
bow, sabre and lance, these troops were unequalled in irregular warfare, save by the
excellent Hungarian hussars. The re-curved composite bow of the Turks, who made some
of the best ever fashioned, was capable of shooting light arrows great distances, and
could easily be fired from horseback. It was made of horn and wood, covered with
birch bark and then lacquered and decorated. The scimitars carried by these troops,
the curved, single-edged blade so often associated with eastern warfare, first
appeared at the end of the 14th century, superseding the straight, double-edged
weapon of the Saracens. At first the curvature of the blade was slight, but by the
16th century it had evolved to the shape it would retain, virtually unchanged, until
the 19th. ./hen used, it did not rely upon weight of stroke, or upon use of the
point, but upon a motion of the arm that drew the entire length of the blade across
the object being struck.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH.

ooOoo



COUNSELS OF WAR.

TRENDS IN WARGAMING

by

J.A.Hilton

Wargamer's Newsletter is to be congratulated on consistently supporting divers
ity in wargaming against the apparent attractions of uniformity as advocated by
Miniature Warfare. This insistence on the value of individual and local effort not
only realistically accepts the truly amateur status of wargamers, encouraging the -
preservation of freedom to develop the game, but also allows a hearing to those who
resist the dominant trend towards increasing complexity.

The game has undergone considerable changes since the younger von Reiswitz
secured its acceptance by the Prussian Army in 1824. Von Reiswitz's game was of the
rigid and probabilistic type, that is it was strictly controlled by carefully defined
rules and used dice to allow for variables such as casualties. By the time it was
established in England at the turn of the century by Spenser Wilkinson it had become
free and ceased to be probabilistic. In other words, the decisions of umpires rely
ing on their experience was largely substituted for both rules and dice. The popular
revival of the game under the impetus of Mr. Donald Featherstone's "Wargames" involv
ed a reversion to the rigid, probabilistic type. Meanwhile, in America the game has
moved away from the table-top to the board and even from the manual to the machine-
game using computers. This last development is the result not only of the increasing
complexity of war itself but of the increasingly complex rules, involving the intro
duction of more mathematics, either of the deterministic kind, in which the outcome
of events is decided by expected values, or of the so-called "Monte Carlo" type, in
which the results are determined randomly.

InBritain, however, the manual, table-top, rigid, probabilistic game retains its
popularity and continues to develop. Mr. Featherstone's rules remain perhaps the
most-widely used and the most developed, both in his own subsequent publications and
in other people's versions, probably because of their adaptibility. Two other con
tributions of note are Brigadier Young's and Lieutenant Colonel Lawford's "Charge!"
and Mr. J. Tuns till's "Discovering Wargames". The former employ military experience
and historical scholarship to re-create the look of the battlefield, the latter in
sists on the importance of scale. All these publications, together with most of the
rules put out by societies and individuals, possess the common characteristic of com
plexity: sets of rules aimed at covering every contingency and, accordingly, the use
of a relatively large scale.

On the other hand, Mr. Neil Cogswell, with the support of the Newsletter, has
put forward, and elicited from others, rules, which are simple in character, rules,
that is, which account only for a few general situations and which operate on a re
latively small scale, thus allowing the easier representation of larger battles. De
vising simple rules, however, is not a simple process, because of the complexity of
the factors involved.

Nevertheless, it is by no means a pointless or impossible task. All human
knowledge involves the collection of a vast amount of data about complex phenomena
and, then, deriving a simple theory to account for those phenomena. This is the
standard process in the natural sciences, the achievements of, for instance, Newton
and Darwin, consisting of just such work. Similarly in mathematics the complexity
of, to take a highly relevant instance, probability was reduced to a simple theory,
pre-eminently by Pascal. Thus, von Neumann postulated Game Theory to account for the
complex phenomena of situations of conflict. At the very least, therefore, wargamers
owe it to themselves, in framing their rules, to make their mathematics as easy as
possible.

Even though war presents us with exceedingly complex phenomena, it is not im
possible to arrive at a simple theory of war, which, coupled with the theory of pro
bability, wargamers might take as the bases of their rules. Von Clausewitz, probably
the most influential writer on the art of war, argued that a simple theory would help
to clarify the problems involved. His starting-point is the wargamer's; that because

CONTIKU :; ;! " '7.



WHAT MAKES 7

A WARGAMER

TICK ?

by

Mark L.Evans

Down here in South Wales, although pretty well 'out' of the mainstream of war-
gaming, we have a reasonably thriving confederation of about eight wargamers, all
living in the same town. -<e fight mainly in Napoleonic or Naval, although dabbling
in all periods to some extent, ^ue to lack of the necessary funds I had been driven
to converting Napoleonic figures from Airfix before ever seeing your "Make Your Own
Army" series, but since I began reading it I have been able to convert all kinds of
French or British Napoleonic cavalry, infantry or artillery from Airfix cuirassiers
or American Civil War troops. Now I am experimenting with Samurai (Robin Hood set),
landsknechts (Romans and Washington's Army), Renaissance reiters (Romans and 7th
Cavalry) and Roman equites (Romans and 7th Cavalry).

I was interested by W.T.Thurbon's letter in the latest Newsletter and agree with
most of what he said, although I'would argue the point that the Roman Legion merely
"troubled" the Greek Phalanx, in my opinion, it beat it decisively. On his various-
bows-compared-statistics I think that his statistics could be. r-ther misleading. The
400 yard longbow range sounds pretty inferior to the 972 yards for the shortbow, but
it must be remembered that the former was an aimed, accurate, killing shot that any
Anglo/Welsh archer could be expected to achieve, whereas the latter was an unairaed
'flight' shot and also a very lucky fluke, only documented because it was made by a
sultan. Personally, I think that if a force of Gwent hobilars ever faced an equal
number of Turkish mounted archers, the longbowmen would settle the affair in a matter
of minutes.

We lately refought the Battle of Waterloo, resulting in a very costly French
victory. Dispositions were as in the real battle and there were many similarities to
the real battle. Things went wrong just as D'Erlon's were being ridden down by the
Union Brigade (The Household was already engaged with cuirassiers). La Haye St. and
Hougoumont were quickly taken by storm and the whole Imperial Guard was launched
immediately into the attack, sustaining incredible casualties (4 in every 5) they
smashed the English left flank and rolled up the whole line. By ironic chance, Ney
(who originally survived defeat to be executed) was killed by the same blast of grape-
shot that mowed down half of the First Grenadiers of the Guard. We found that the
English Line was generally unable to deal with the French Column, this was because
most column/line rules cover French columns and lines of European (other than English)
levies. The best way to rectify this would be to waive the morale rules requiring
defenders in line, if English soldiers, to throw a dice to hold in the face of a
column charge (as the English undoubtedly would), this rule naturally would not effect
'common or garden' European troops. —ooOoo-
_C0UNoELS OF WAR - Continued from Page 6.
of the element of chance 'war of all branches of human activity (is) the most like a
gambling game.' The chief element in war he called friction, made up of danger,
physical exertion and the confusion of information, whilst it is always attended by
the circumstances of locality and, to a lesser extent, of time and weather, all
factors which wargames try to take into account.

Moreover, Clausewitz pointed out that the regulation formations are inculcated
into disciplined troops and the general methods of handling these formations in the
field are the professional task of trained officers, leaving the high command free
to concentrate on the employment of these forces, which constitutes tactics. A
simple wargame, therefore, can make the same assumptions about a professional army,
by ignoring the lower levels of command and adopting a smaller scale. This leaves
the players free to concentrate on tactics, rather than the interpretation of detail
ed rules, and to assume the roles of the high commands rather than every level of
command even down to the ranks.

In conclusion, therefore, despite the complexity of war and the increasing com
plexity of many types of rules, wargaming, if not war itself, remains a game. It is
a game, which, as Mr. Cogswell showed in his account of "The War of the Bombar
Succession", published in the "ewsletter, does not become less valid by being more
simple and certainly need not be less enjoyable by being less complex.



MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARMY^

ZOUAVES

by

Mike Lockyer

Source of figure - U.S. Marines.

Maybe the trousers are not really baggy enough
but I have made a regiment of them and they look
pretty good.

Trim all belt details away; trim coat to waist
level, trim helmet to same diameter as head. Trim
open neck level, with tunic. Add pack, blankets,

haversack, canteens, "Chechia" on cap all from plasticine hardened with clear nail
varnish. Lengthen barrel of carbine by
cutting original barrel off and substitut
ing a pin.

If painted correctly the resultant
figure comes up very well.

Marching Zouave: Again almost any period.

Source of figure - Foreign Legion.
AFTtz *?_

Trim cap and neck curtain away, cut rifle away. Bend left arm down and by
touching top of arm with a hot knife it will stay in new position.

Stick rifle cut from lying French and stick on to right shoulder, blankets and
canteen from plasticine also haversack from plasticine.

Painted up this figure makes a very good marching Zouave. Cap (chechia) from
plasticine covered in clear nail varnish.

—OOOl,

HOW TO REDUCE CALCULATIONS IN WARGAMES - Continued from tage l>.

of the indicator with the NO COVER line and follow the indicator out to the outer

scale and there read off the casualties.

Multiple Use:

Since the two bottom scales are always used and likely some of the others remove
those discs that do not apply in other wargames and replace them with ones that do.
If you make a record of your various games, letter your discs and record opposite
the games the discs needed, you can readily put the thing together and in no time
you have a ready computer. If it seems like work, remember it only has to be done
once and think of the time it will save. Anyone having any problems may write to me
if the editor includes my address.

P.S. That is my one gripe about articles in wargame magazines, they never give
the address along with the authors name so you may write him should the article in
terest you. Granted some authors may not want to answer mail, in which case they
need only mention it to the editor with their article. So here is where I live -
709 Holly CR.. Thunder Bay "F", Ontario, Canada.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER i> edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD
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LA MUSEE DES INVALIDES

by

Christopher L. Scott

Any military enthusiast visiting Paris must visit the Army Museum in Les Inva-
__-„„. For 3 francs (22-Jp at time of writing) one can stroll around the home of the
French army and the same ticket gives entry to the museum, an exhibition of landscape
modelling and also the basilica wherein lies the tomb of Napoleon, together with the
tombs of Joseph and Jerome Bonaparte, Foch, Vauban and two other generals whose
names escape me. These memorials lay in separate chapels around the walls, encircl
ing the resting place of the Emperor. The tomb of Napoleon is in the crypt, the en
trance guarded by two great statues and surmounted by one of the Emperor's choice
maxims regarding his love of the French people.

In "La Musee des Plans-Beliefs" one can only stand back and admire with awe the
skilful modelling of cities and their environments. Whole landscapes role out before
the eyes, scaled down, but that deserves better lighting than most are given. These
terrains cry out for model figures and would be the ideal location for any inter
national wargames convention.

"La Musee de l'Armee" is housed in two parts of the building, and that to the
left of the Cour d'Honneur is worth saving till last. On entering the right hand
section one is confronted by a choice of eras: to left that of Henri IV, and right
Francois J. The former was closed for renewals when I was there but the latter con
tained a superb collection of armour and mediaeval weapons. Upstairs is a recent
addition, the new "Salle 1914-18" devoted to World War I there are displays of
uniforms, arms, equipment, posters, paintings, models, etc., the latest Funcken in
3D. It is however, a typicalHDe Gaullist construction, being almost devoid of
British mention. America and Germany dominate the foreign exhinits and, as at
Waterloo, one wonders what the British Array was doing at the time. To find British
components one must climb another staircase to the "Salle des Allies" once more de
voted to the Great War, it gives a panoramic view of uniforms and equipment of
European armies during the first 20 years of this century. This building also
houses a collection of weapons and firearms.

Traversing a brief outdoor gallery, flanked by courtyards in which stand a
variety of artillery pieces, one enters the "Salle Louis XIV" where the history of
the sword and the gun are displayed in glass cases and laid out in chronological
order, an interesting exhibit being a musket over 4 metres long.

The other building is the one for Napoleonic enthusiasts and all model soldier
collectors. On the ground floor is a room of "gloire", the resting place for many
tricolours and eagles. An impressive assembly of the pavillions, guidons and stand
ards that have accompanied the French soldier all over the world for the last two
and a half centuries. Among them are captured flags from Prussia, Spain, Austria
and even Great Britain, as well as several beautiful bronze tableaux.

Across the hallway is one of the series of rooms devoted to the Napoleonic
legend and housing relics of the army's past. Waxworks dressed in original uniforms
(including mounted cavalry - those cuirassiers were really something), cases of
helmets, breastplates, sabretaches and other equipment all brilliantly displayed and
augmented by a wealth of prints and paintings. One astounding feature in the "Salle
Napoleon" is a Carabinier's cuirasse found on the field of Waterloo; it has a hole
back and front about 6" across defining the path taken by a cannon ball clear
through its unfortunate late owner. Just by the foyer of "Salle Napoleon" is a
small antechamber in which is a wonderful model of a Napoleonic parade. A mobile
procession, complete with band, of cavalry and infantry before L'Emporeur and his
staff; all Historex figures and backed by tape recordings of original music.

"La Salle Ney" is a room devoted entirely to model soldiers. Dioramas of
Napoleons victories, parade ground revues and 'marching orders' are carefully set
out with figures ranging from 20 to l60mm. There is a strong bias towards flats,
with every conceivable period represented in every type of material, metal, card
board, wood, etc. An interest to Britains fans will surely be a full regiment of
Dragoons and a troop of R.H.A. complete with guns and limbers. The souvenir shop is
unrealistically barren and not at all aware of potential.
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THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Charles S. Chapman (of Mass. U.S.A.)

My subscription was still in good order when I marched (or rather, flew) off to
war with a box of paints secreted in my duffel bag, boxes of Airfix figures ready to
be mailed to me if my assignment should permit a little extra-curricular imitation
war, and a list of magazine subscriptions left behind for the family to keep current.

Even my fanatical addiction to wargaming has its limits, and for the first
several months my minor contributions to the war effort coupled with the task of
learning some little about the Vietnamese culture took most of my time. There came
a time, though, when I had both the time and the place to do some painting. The re
sult was a brigade size force of American Civil War troops, four 24 man battalions to
a side with supporting guns and cavalry rather grandly entitled the Confederate "Army
of Gia Dinh" and the Unionist "Army of the Dong Nai", which went for each other
hammer-and-tongs for about five months. The people I recruited as opponents quickly
advanced from straight forward line against line battles to variable force meeting
engagements to contested route marches with ambushes, roadblocks and skirmishing.

Although my opponents lost a gratifyingly large proportion of our games, ray
little Confederates eventually met their Dien Bien Phu in the streets of a small town
- their retreat cut off, their perimeter broken in, and the gallant remnants hunted
from house-to-house. Both the victorious Unionists and the sullen southern survivors
were rotated back to "The World" shortly afterwards, and now stand placidly on my
shelf, looking down their 25mm scale noses at the new battalions now being raised to
fill out their numbersl (I might add that they were not counted as part of President
Nixon's Phase III withdrawal).

Returning to the original subject: One of the small pleasure I had promised my
self on returning home was the contemplation of 15 month's accumulation of Tradition,
Wargamer's Newsletter, Armchair General, the Courier, etc. There was not one. Each
and every subscription had run out a month or two after I left for Vietnam and al
though the family swears up and down that the cheiues were made out, the forms filled
in, and the envelopes addressed, stuffed and sealed - not one ever reached its destin
ation, and no trace of any of the letters has been found.

Getting started in college on our GI 3ill keptme busy for a while, and when I
got around to getting all those subscriptions straightened out I found I had no idea
what the rates would be, what with inflation, devaluation, decimalization, and God
only knows what other confusion, I sent you a letter to ask for information and, so
I'm told, you had a minor labour dispute in your postal service just about that time.

I could easily imagine, when and if the strike should end, that tons of mail
might be delivered to you - possibly by dump truck loads - and that it might take
some time before you could answer ray note. If you should ever find that note, do
feel free to ignore it entirely as I am enclosing my cheque for the coming year's
subscription.

I am presently beginning work on a series of rules for the Vietnam War - hardly
a popular choice, perhaps, due to both politics and a general desire to hear nothing
more on the subject. Nevertheless, I think that, when the smoke clears away, Vietnam
will have its attraction for generals of miniature forces.

To begin with, actions in Vietnam are usually on a small enough scale to permit
recreation in realistic fashion. Even the "battles" are often a series of company or
platoon actions, with rapidly available artillery, air, medical, supply, and higher
level command support due to air mobility (this being true to a far greater extent
than in previous actions).

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

ooOoo

FOR SALE: 2,000 Spencer-Smiths - details A.Ashton, 50 Bidstone Road, Oxton,
Birkenhead, Cheshire.
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A PERSONAL CONCaPT OF CONVENTIONS

by

(Author's game omitted from draft)

In my opinion a Convention should serve four purposes:-

a) To gather bargainers together, to meet and discuss their common interest and
to perhaps bring life to magazines, by meeting authors of articles.

b) To demonstrate and discuss old and new rules and conceptions.

c) To make wargamers aware at first hand of Trade available to them pertaining
to the hobby.

d) A competitive tournament to bring Wargamers into direct contact with one
another.

I consider that the tournament should occupy a more minor role than it does at
present, because in the past it has proved to provide the source of much resentment
and bickering, which has tended to be detrimental to the hobby rather than promote it.

The tournament should be run in as genial a manner as possible, using simple
rules to en-ible a quick game, eliminating as far as possible preliminary rounds, to
enable as many people as possible to attend the actual convention. The rules will
also be more comprehensible to newcomers and visitors.

More complicated sets of rules will not be used in the tournament but demonstrat
ed separately in another game, where possible with more than just the players con
cerned with the game present to explain and discuss the rules with interested parties
watching the game. (Certain sets of rules may be demonstrated at successive Conven
tions).

The winners of the tournament will receive prizes as in the past, but will re
ceive a Winners Team Trophy, but not the Airfix. It is assumed this trophy will be
contested at each Convention, the winner's name and date being inscribed each year.

The Airfix Trophy will go to the Organisers of the next year's Convention, but
this will not necessarily be the Winners of the Tournament Trophy. This is where
the real difference in the system lies, to explain the new concept I will take a
theoretical example as follows:-

Club "A" are holding a Convention in year "X". Before it takes place they
announce that they are prepared to take tenders for next year's Convention. Clubs
"B", "C" and "D" send Tenders in which they express their opinion of why they should
or could arrange a Convention0

Club "A" will select who they consider most suitable and explain their reasons
to each Club concerned, why they were or were not chosen. No one will be allowed to
run more than one Convention in three or four years, it may be possible to tie this
regulation in with the Leap Year cycle.

All Clubs who want to be represented in the Tournament or hold Conventions must
nominate representatives to sign a covenant enbodying a binding constitution regula
ting systems of organising a Convention and the following one, and the duties of the
Organisers which will be:-

a) Arrange venue and announce cost and circumstances.

b) Devise the simple rules and arrange schedule of Tournament.

c) Organise prizes.

d) Take tenders for demonstrations and arrange the timing and accommodation.

e) Arrange for Trade stands to be present.

f) Arrange next year's venue in advance.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

THE STRAITS OF GIBRALTAR

by

J. L. Mumford

This was very enjoyable and now I think of it no
one got heated which considering the numbers playing
is most remarkable. With fifteen present it must
have been maximum attendance.

The campaign is between the British and the French and Spanish but the other
naval powers may become involved. Using a list of all the ships of the line I diced
for whether they were under construction, laid up or in service and then for local
ity. Further dicing gave the numbers of shore batteries in each port and when each
ship was careened last. I find using average dice and twenty sided dice in addition
to the normal type gives plenty of scope for variables.

So far I have worked out four clashes, the battle enclosed, a harbour attack in
the West Indies, a 3 to 2 ship fight near Naples and an 8 to 7 battle in the Bay of
Biscay. The French had better win the latter otherwise they will have an uphill
task. At the start the British had 38 ships in Service against 36 Franco-Espagnols.
In the West Indies four of their best ships (130, 120,. 110, 80) face a single British
74. This means that at the moment after this battle 28 Franco-Espagnol ships face
39 British in Europe. The players do not know it yet as I keep them pretty well in
the dark until the actual battle. This way of running things avoids the badly un
equal battles that are liable to occur when two sides are fighting a campaign on their
own.

On the outbreak of war between Britain on the one side and France and Spain on
the other, Rear-Admiral Don Miguel Calvados, based at Cadiz, deduced that many of his
opponents ships would be instantly sent in for careening. Of his own five in Cadiz
and two in Carthagena one, had just been admitted for careening. The San Fransisco-
di-Asissi at Carthagena needed it but could last a few more weeks. Thus an opportun
ity of forcing an engagement on equal or superior terms might arise. An order was
accordingly despatched to Commodore Don Enrico Perdona at Carthagena to attempt a
rendezvous in the Straits.

On the 29th July Don Miguel put to sea and sure enough his scouts reported only
five of Vice-Admiral Lechlade-Worthington's Squadron patrolling the Strait. The
British moved towards the Spaniards but upon the latter putting about returned to
their patrol lines. Lechlade-Worthington's orders were to prohibit enemy vessels
from passing through the Strait and he was not going to be lured away by a feint.
Don Miguel returned to shadowing the British, after all whilst he was there nothing
British could pass through either.

The rest of that day he waited. All the 30th as well. Would the Carthagena
squadron ever come? Perhaps the missing British ships were not being careened? Only
one Admirals flag showed in the British Fleet, where was Rear-Adrairal Hanshawe,
Lechlade-Worthington's second-in-command? Could he be even now pounding Don Enrico
to pieces? At the hint of a reinforcing British flag, Don Miguel decided, he would
make haste to engage the enemy five with his own four and trust to God, Spanish
Breeding and his own skill.

At ten o'clock on the 31st the British suddenly sailed N.E. the wind being
easterly and Don Miguel followed suit. Twenty minutes later he identified Don
Enrico's Squadron bowling towards them, and the British. He tacked to the S.E.
making to pass behind the British rear. They then turned 3.W. fiealising they would
cross his tee Don Miguel tacked to the North and the British then wore round to the
same course. The fleets were now parallel just out of gun range with the Carthagena
Squadron rather farther away to the East. The preliminaries were now over, the
battle would now begin.
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SPANISH

Conde de Regla
Pelago

Guerrero

San Juan Neporaucero
Glorioso

San Francisco

13

112 Fast

74
74
74 Fast
74 Fast,

Elite crew,

di Asissi 74
Slow.

BRITISH

Formidable

Canopus

Venerable

Zealous

Marlborough

98 Elite
8o
74
74 Fast
74 Fast

Don Miguel's plan, ex

plained to his Captains, was
to feint ahead with his own

Conde de Regla whilst the re
mainder held back. At the

right moment they would tack

to cross the British rear

whilst he wore to catch up
with them. The rearmost

British ship, Marlborough,
Commodore Throgmorton, left
the line to engage the Carth
agena squadron. This makes
the task easier thought Don
Miguel, Don Enrico should

easily deal with it and it
will be easier to cross their

rear. Glancing back the
ships behind seemed too close.

He hoisted the signal "Repeat execute pre-determined action". His Captains appeared
worried that their rear ships had no targets. The Spanish fire was mainly against
the Venerable and at one time four fires could be seen raging aboard her. Three were
doused but one caught hold and she pulled out of line so as not to be a danger to her
own fleet. The action was getting hotter and the Conde de Regla was suffering badly.
Che ships behind had not started their cross over yet. In a flash Don Miguel re
alised that he would not be able to wear round to them with most of the enemy con
centrating on him. They must come up and support him. "Increase Speed" he signalled.
There was a tremendous roar, both Formidable and Canopus had fired on him to great
effect. Apart from Venerable the enemy seemed little affected. He looked to see how
Don Enrico was faring and stopped aghast. The Marlborough had just cut between the
two Spanish ships raking both at short range. The Heavens opened again. His Post
Captain Juan Flores-y-Mono disappeared leaving a pair of boots on the deck. Shot
clean through the mizzen mast toppled and with a volley of parting ropes crashed
over the side. Simultaneously a column of fire shot from the forehatch. This was
defeat. With his crew running below decks Don Miguel signalled "Escape as best you
can". The Glorioso surrendered to the Marlborough and a minute later Don Miguel did
the same to the Formidable. The San Francisco di Asissi fled for Carthagena the rest
towards Cadiz. The British concentrated their fire on their masts. The Pelago was
set afire and eventually blew up taking most of her crew. The San Juan Nepomucero
lost her mizzen mast, was overtaken and taken prize. Only the battered Guerrero and
San Francisco di Asissi escaped to safety. Hampered by the scarcity of seaworthy
boats,the Marlborough set about saving as many of Venerables crew as possible before
she blew up.

To sum up, the Spanish lost four ships and 2,752 men (1,459 prisoners) the
British one ship and 6o6 men but gained three prizes. "C'est La Vie" commented Don
Miguel. "Hmmph" said Lechlade-Worthington who thought his captive was speaking
Spanish.

The above action was fought as part of a campaign by the Hamilton Hill Club,
Glasgow. Each player had one ship and it took three and a half hours. All orders,
well almost all orders, were sent by flag. Some of them were even obeyed. I make
haste to add the writer was the umpire/organiser -id not the unfortunate Don Miguel.
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HOW TO liEDUC 2

CALC ULATIONS IN

/ARGAMES

by

G .Lord (of U.S. A.)

Introduction:

I was going to
call this article "How

to Make a Circular

Slidc-Hule for Vargam-
ing" but I was afraid

readers before I had a chance to

draftsman nor needed a knowledge

tell

of a

them

high

V

that they

er mathema-

The whole idea was born at a wargaming convention at which American wargamer
Dave .v'esely and myself were trying to come up with a simple device for calculating

casualties in those games whose rules have a large number of multiplyiny correctives
for numerous factors. After some discussion I decided to build a circular slide-rule

out of Bristol Board. I was very pleasantly surprised to find that circular rules

are very simple to make since the irregular scale does NOT depend on the size of the
discs used nor therefore, the length of the circumference. In the one I m-^de for use
with Roman Campaigns I chose the maximum casualties to be 60 that being the number of
men in a Century, hence I used a repeating scale of from 1 to 10 and from 10 to 100.
I have since figured out that actually a single scale of from 1 to 10 will work for
any number of casualties and is easier to make accurate although it is not difficult
to make an accurate rule provided you start with a large enough circle. Veil so much
for the yaking and lets get started.

Materials: 1 sheet of Bristol Bonrd

1 pen
1 ruler Iwith good straight edge}
1 straight pin
1 strip of adhesive tape
1 table of logarithms (do not need to know how to use them).
1 drawing compass (a piece of string will do in a pinch).
1 protractor.

Construction:

After obtaining the highly technical tools and strategically difficult to come
by items in the above list we start our equally difficult task which will require the
long period of about 1-2 hours.

Cut out a square of Bristol Board (any stiff cardboard) a little more than 10"
to a side. Draw in the diagonals on the under side to locate the centre. Using the
compass or a length of string tied around a pen draw in a circle of 5" radius, this
does not have to be accurate, but the bigrer the circle the easier to work with it is.
Now lay out the ruler from the centre of the circle to any point on the circumference
(try to line up carefully on the centre, the only accuracy required) nd draw a short
line touching the edge of the circle. (See drawing). This starting point for each
disc will be called the BASIC LIN;.. To the right of this line mark 1 and to the left
mark it 10.

».e will lay out marks for all the digits 2, 3t *f etc., to 9. To do this look up
the number 2 (probably appear as 200) in the log tables and you will find the number
J0103 in the first column. Low comes the deep maths- we multiply 36O degrees by
.30103 or by plain old .3 will do. Now what do we get,kiddies - why 108 degrees of
course. So starting at the BASIC LINE we measure clockwise 108 degrees around and
draw another short radial line at that point, and mark it 2.

Next we do the number 3 in the same way - so we have 36O x .47712 or .48 giving
172.8 or 173 degrees. So starting again from the BASIC LINS we lay out clockwise 173
degrees draw in the short radial line and mark it 3. Continue in this way until you
have all the numbers to 9-
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You will notice that the spaces get progressively smaller but this is natural
for the logarithms of numbers. Now comes the sub-dividing of the spaces. Just how
far you carry this depends on the total number of casualties you can have. For in
stance, a century having 60 men and fighting takes place between centuries, then of
course you could not have more than 60 casualties and you need only sub-divide in
this case up to 60.

Anyway we next want the number 11. So looking up the log of 11 or (110) we see
in the first column of the tables and get .04139 so we multiply 36O c .041 getting
"\k% degrees which we lay out clockwise from the basic line. Then we wish the number
12 (120) whose log we find is .07918 so 36O c .079 gives 28£ degrees which we lay off
from the BASIC LINE. Continue in this fashion to 19. Now you will find that you are
near the previous line you draw for 2, which now becomes 20. So next we want 21 and
we repeat the above procedure, continuing till we reach 60 or whatever number we need.
The maximum would be 100.

The only other number scale comes next and it is much easier to make. Cut out a
circle of Bristol Board about 1/4 inch less in radius then the first circle. Push
your pin through its centre and the centre of large square piece laid underneath it
and anchor it in place. Now merely extend the marks on the bottom circle up onto the
upper circle and label them the same. This second circle should be labelled number
of attackers.

Now we cut another circle about -J inch smaller still in radius and centre it by
putting the pin through all three pieces of board. Draw in your BASIC LINE on this
third layer. These BASIC LINES should be marked darker, or in colour or place an
arrowhead on them so that they can be readily spotted. Let us assume this third disc
corrects for the position of the attack - that is FRONTAL, FLANK and REAR. Mark the
basic line as FRONTAL. Now consult your rules to see how many times more effective
the FLANK attack is. Suppose it is 1-jr times more so, that is 1.5 this means we want
the digits 15- Looking up the log of 15 (150) in the first column we see .17609 so
360 x .18 gives 64.2 or 64 degrees. So starting from the BASIC LINE lay off clock
wise this angle and rule in your short radial marker line. Label this line or mark
FLANK. Now determine the number of times the REAR attack is more effective, say 2
times and lay out from the BASIC LINE that number of degrees and label REAR.

You can now make another smaller disc to handle the effectiveness of various
weapons. Say that the SV/0 D is at the BASIC LINE then work out for Spears Long Range
and Spears Short Range, Arrows Long and Short <ange, etc. You now have the idea and
you keep adding discs for each new factor.

There is one more important point to note. If the factor reduces casualties,
say no armour, just shield, just armour, Shield and Armour then remember that these
angles are laid out counter-clockwise, otherwise everything is done just the same.

Finally after you have completed all the various discs you require (remember one
for effectives of terrain or cover) you cut out the indicator as shown in the drawing.
Just be sure that the edge marked straight must be a radius, that is, it travels
straight out from the centre and long enough to reach the marks on the outer scale.
Now insert the pin through the indicator and down through the pyramid of discs and
the bottom square. Bend the pin at right angles underneath and anchor in place with
the strip of tape.

Operation:

Now let's see how it works. First you consult the rules to see at what rate the
casualties occur under basic conditions. Here you only need one simple table showing
two columns - the first the nunbers on the die and the other the number of casualties.
If you want to eliminate the die then you need only decide one value of basic casual
ties.

Let us take an example and follow it through. tie want the basic casualty rate -
so 60 Legionaires using swords on men without protection standing in open flat ground
frontal attack for a dice roll of 5 is 10 men. Now we find that in our problem we
only have 42 men in our attacking force, that they shoot arrows at long range on men
carrying shields on open ground and the attack is made from the flank.

Ve line up 60 on the second bottom disc with 10 on the outer scale. Next we
place the FRONTAL line opposite 42 on the second disc. Now we move the sword line
opposite the FLANK line. Next we place the unarmoured line opposite ARRC./S LONG
RANGE, then the NO COVER line opposite the SHIELD LINE and finally the straight edge

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8.



A. A. JOHNSTON . mda^ &Ji <* %ink
PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

. .;:en"fe BtiU offerinE ^e widest range of New, Imported and second
hand Military books, immediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the -Newsletter- we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself.
THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.Blum. Illustrd. 40pps. P.free - £1 84
How To Go COLLECTING MODEL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " - £1 84*
BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-1914 A.H.Bowling. Prof, illustd. in"cluu-

ing colour. Post free - iYI ^o
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 1945. New facsimile reprint

of the rare U.S. War Dept. Manual. 7" x 10": hundreds of illustrations
mcluamg pares of colour. Post free _ .g q?

HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 1945. New reprint and companion to
previous item. 1>oct free * g

THE FIELD OF WATERLOO Paul Davies. Prof, illustd. in colour. P.free - 30P
How To Play ,/kR GAMES IN MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustd. i.free - -2 18
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-14 and Waterloo R.K.Riehn.'
Illustrated uniform colour guide. Post free - '-'l ^8

THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.Riehn. uniform colour*
guide, companion to previous item. p0st free 70d

GERMAN ARTILLERY 1914-1918 D.Nash. Prof, illustrated including colour,
Uniforms, Equipment, etc. post free _ £ »

JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND SHIPMENT 1939-19'»5 R.Dilley. Prof, illus
trated, including colour. P0st free _ ^ -Q

DRESS REGULATIONS FOR THE ARMY 1900 with Introduction by ...Y.Carman!
11?" x 8v": 204 pps. and 79 pages of plates illustrating several
hundred items of dress. Post free _ £3.23.

fif™/™ 522JE5 AVA,SJBL2 mm STGCK IN^DING ALL THE EXCELLENT TITLESBY DON FEATHERSTOHE. MITE FOR LISTS, CFFERS, PART EXCHANGE.

WE MAY NOT MAKE THE FINEST rfAU GAME SOLDIERS IN THE .VORLD

BUT A LOT OF OUR CUSTOMERS TELL US THAI' WE DC-

Write us today for a special Bulletin we have prepared for British war-
gamers which explains how to purchase our new 1970 catalogue (listing 1500 war game
soldiers) and how to order military miniatures from the United States.

You'll find a whole new world of model soldiers awaiting you at
SCRUBY miniatures:
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YOU WRITE

TO US

"Please note my change of address. Having helped to establish wargaming at the
last school I taught in, I have moved to a College of Education, where I have managed
to get a small Club going. Meanwhile, a former colleague has moved on to another
school where he has started another Club, "nd I shortly move on to another school,
where perhaps, though a girls school, I may get wargames started, at least when the
local education system goes co-educational and comprehensive.

We began, of course, with your book "Vargames" and since then have developed a
much simplified system of rules, constantly undergoing change, under many influences,
not least the Newsletter. I therefore, enclose a statement of our position on war-
gaming which I hope may be of interest to readers." (Reproduced in "Counsels of
War").

J.A.Hilton (Wigan, Lancashire).

00O00

"Like yourself I have not found so much to interest me in the hobby lately and
have put this down to "old age" etc. During the last weekend however my son, who was
over for the holiday period, persuaded me to enter into a "game" with him and he,
having gone to the trouble of creating the scene and terrain, it was the least I
could do to join in.

As the "battle" progressed so did enthusiasm and I must say for two days, with
periods off for daily tasks etc., we "battled" on and I thoroughly enjoyed the
'return". I suppose it was due to the lapse of time since last we set French against
Prussian and Austrian, with a fair sprinkling of French Allies to support.

vie never reached any conclusion, this being due to the somewhat large armies
committed and the lack of sustained periods of time, but it was very enjoyable, your
"saving throw" rules being, for once, over generous in their "compassion" and thus
prolonging the engagement beyond the time we had expected the game to last.

Your "return" was perhaps more nostalgic, due to browsing through past copies of
your magazine - this does of course create happy memories but as is always the case,
comparisons arise and there is really no satisfactory answer to that!

Sometimes I will browse, like you, heaven knows, since taking an interest in our
hobby, I have stacks of readable matter - it often amazes me to see how quickly it
has grown. I understand that a new Group has started up in this town and I have been
lsked if John and I would be prepared to show our collections.

Finally, enclosed please find my cheque for 1971-2. We look forward to your
Newsletter and "nostalgically" have a soft spot for your magazine and your first book
- for it was due to these that both John and I found an interest in wargames."

S.Swinburne (Repton, Derbyshire).

00O00

"My son has re-awakened an old interest for me with his modelling of Airfix kits
of all types - and like many children he has taken an interest in wargames of the
simplest sort, using Airfix 1/72nd scale kits of army equipment and their excellent
boxes of small soldiers. He was tickled pink when he found out that twenty years ago
Dad used to do the same thing, building his AFV's out of balsa and using converted
Dinky Toys, Britains artillery, and so on, and using one of the beds in the garden as
a huge games area, with dwarf plants, concrete roads, and so on. When he was shown
all the equipment that had been carefully stowed in his grandparents attic for his
use and his cousins use, it fired up new enthusiasm, and as a result he started
fighting wargames and stopped playing soldiers.

Marcus* period is World War II and he has enough allied equipment for campaigns
in the European theatre, opposed by detachments of the Grossdeutschland and the
Liebstandart Adolf Hitler-AFV's, infantry and artillery, together with Lysanders,
Fi/l89's and Fiesler Storch's for army co-operation roles (I think I've got that all
correct - he's a devil for accuracy).
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I might even take it up again myself - it looks as though it would beat all hell

out of Chess, especially using Tarr's Rules."

Julian L.Wilson on behalf of Master Marcus A.Wilson

(Jersey, C.I.)

00O00

".v'ith reference to ".Vorld War I" by Donald Wolff. Has the gentleman never heard
of the Palestine-Syria Campaign from 1915 to 1918? This was a mobile event and
fought mostly by Yeomanry Cavalry, and R.H.A.(T) plus Australian and New Zealand
Light Horse and Territorial Infantry.

It could be a source of exciting battles; the Australian charge at Beersheba,
the charge at HUJ of .Varwickshire, .Vorcestershire and Royal Gloucester Hussars, the
charge at El Majdal by the Royal Bucks Hussars, Dorset and Berkshire Yeomanry are
only two, and there were others plus of course Arabs under Lawrence. .'/hat a pity so
few people know the military history of the Yeomanry and T.A.

Finally, why do Napoleonic wargamers have only 4 horses to a gun-team, when
there were, in fact, 6 horses and sometimes 8. Don't they do any research?"

C.P.Nurse (Leicester).

ooOoo

"Upon my return from military duty, I obtained a position in the National
Archives working with Civil War Records. Several Confederate Units have crossed my
path in which I am curious as to their performance. There was a Louisiana European
Brigade composed of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th French Regiments, the 1st French Chasseurs
a Died Louisiana Militia, the 3r<- e;;t. Garde Francaise Louisiana Militia, the 5th
Spanish Regt. Louisiana Militia and the 6th Italian Guard Regt. Louisiana Militia.
Also a British Fusilier Battalion, Louisiana Militia, a British Guard Battalion,
Louisiana Militia and a CaC-adores Espanoles Regt. Louisiana Militia were added. Be
fore the scarcity of cloth, their uniforms must have been splendid.

Several Indian regiments were mustered into Confederate service: 1st, 2nd
Cherokee Mounted Rifles, Choactan and Chichasaw Mounted Rifles, Creek and Seminole
Volunteers. Their individual rosters reveal many vivid and humorous names (e.g.
Meat, Black Dog, Crabtree, Crow, Doghead, Spike, etc).

Although large numbers of Confederates joined the Union side after being cap
tured, few people are aware of those Federal prisoners who enlisted under the Confed
eracy. Brook's Battalion Confederate Infantry was formed from six companies of
Federal prisoners in November 1864. After a month the Unit was disbanded when a plot
to desert was discovered. Those Yankees probably desired a warm bath and some
victuals."

Michael D.Driessen (Maryland, U.S.A.).

ooOoo

"Please find enclosed cheque for a further years supply of bargainer's Newsletter.
I don't know what the hobby would be like without it.

We have a pretty good club going here in East Anglia - I believe you know several
members very well - Roger Moores, Pete Amey, Ron Marshall. Most periods have a
following but Napoleonics seem to be the most popular.

Someday I hope to contribute to the magazine but time is very short and after
playing and painting, one does not have much to spare."

Peter Brown (Woodbridge, Suffolk).

ooOoo

A Personal Concept of Conventions - Continued from Page 11

Any new CJubs that are not in existence at the time of the signing of the
covenant (either at a central site, such as Birmingham or /Jelwyn Garden City or sent
round by post) will be able to join by being voted on by the present Members, so
that a record of the Membership can be kept.

ooOoo

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTERS can be purchased monthly by sending l8p on the first day
of each month.
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BOOKS OF INTEREST TO VARGAMERS

by

^.T.Thurbon

"Britain and Her Army" by Correlli Barnett. £5. (Reviewed by D. Featherstone
in ,/argamer's Newsletter, October 1970). This is a big book of some 500 pages cover
ing the army from the reign of Henry VIII to the present day. His theme is the
British belief in the Militia or the amateur, the refusal to serve in or trust a
regular army from the days of Cromwell's Major Generals until the late 19th century:
consequently for every major war Britain has had to construct an army more or less
from scratch - and has run it down as soon as the need is over. It points the re
fusal of politicians from Elizabeth I to Harold Wilson to face the cost of defence.
Barnett argues that "ritain has believed in a "myth" of Sea power from Elizabeth I to
1939 - and that the pre-war preoccupation of the R.A.F. with the bomber was a mistake.
But some of this may well be hindsight and I think Barnett underestimates the import
ance both of Sea and Air power. But he has a powerful point in his criticism of the
refusal of British people and politicians to face the cost of adequate defences.

"The Year of Salamis - 480-479 B.C." by Peter Green. This is an interesting story
of the Battle of Salamis, "nd covers the whole period from Marathon to Platae anu
Mycale. Ic is a scholarly work, discussing the authorities, ancient and modern care
fully. Green's hero is Themistocles. Should be most useful to the "Ancients".

"The Battle of Actium" by John M. Carter. 42/-; 1970. This covers the whole
period from the Murder of Caesar to the death of Anthony and final triumph of
Octavian. There is an interesting account of Mark Anthony's Parthian Campaign. Carter
has rather a poor opinion of Octavian, as a man, but regards him as a clever politi
cian. He advances the interesting theory that - contrary to the accepted view -
Cleopatra's flight was intended from the first - her fleet was mainly merchant ships
- and Anthony intended to cover her retreat by sacrificing part of his fleet. Much
useful background materials for the "Ancients".

"The Battle of the Torpedo Boats" by Bryan Cooper. 50/0: 1970. An account of
the light coastal forces, M.G.Bs, M.T.Bs, etc., during the war in all the various
theatres - North Sea, English Channel, Med', and the Far East; British, German, U.S.,
Italian, including the St. Nazaire Raid. There is some fascinating stuff about the
use of light forces in "cloak and dagger" work in the Mediterranean and the Greek
Islands off the Yugoslavian coasts. This should provide good ideas for Naval war-
gamers wanting a new field of operations.

"The Frigates" by James Henderson. 45/-; 1970. An account of Frigates and
Frigate actions of the Anglo-French Napoleonic .Jars during the period 1793-1815. This
contains an account of the main actions of the .Var, (including "Hornblowers" Pellew in
the Indefatigable)- he also covers the 1812 War with America - he thinks the early
frigate actions in this war may have been tactical defeats for the British, but were
generally strategic victories. Should be invaluable to Napoleonic period Naval war-
gamers.

"Corsairs of Malta and Barbar.y" by Peter Earle. 60/-; 1970. This is an inter
esting account of the corsairs in the Mediterranean in the 16th, but mainly the 17th
and 18th century - and shows that there was a Christian Corsair campaign as well as
a Barbary one. This might provide a setting for a novel period in Naval wargaming.

"Combat over Spain" by Duke of Lema. The autobiography of a Nationalist flying
for Franco, finally as a fighter pilot, in the Spanish Civil .7ar - interesting as a
curtain raiser to the air fighting of 1939-40.

"The Red Falcons - Soviet Air Force in action 1919-69" by Robert Jackson. 45/-;
1970. For a relatively small book of about 200 pages this contains a lot of informa
tion especially about the Soviet Air Force in the Var and the big Eastern Front Air
Battles. There is interesting matter about '"orea, and a rather chilling account of
the part the Soviet Air Force played in the occupation of Czechoslovakia. Apart from
its interest to our wargamers it gives descriptions of Soviet planes, designer and
intelligence. Lets hope it gives ;;ome Western politicians wakeful nights.

"The Thin Red Line" by John Selby. An account of the main actions of the
Crimean ,,'ar, rather more kind to British leadership than the general run of books on
this war.
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"Tannenberg 1410/1929" bY Geoffrey Evans. An account of the two Battles of
Tannenberg: that of 1410 in which the Poles under Jagiello defeated the Teutonic
Knights, and the 1914 Battle in which Hindenburg and Ludendorf smashed the Russians.

"Battle Dress" by Frederick Williamson. A miscellany of militaria, including
some interesting stuff on armour.

"The Day Gibraltar Fell" by Barry ^ynne. This is an interesting novel by the
man who wrote "The Sniper" - in the same semi-documentary style - describing a
detailed (imaginary) surprise attack by Spain on Gibraltar resulting in its capture,
and the choice by which it is recovered. There may be a lesson in this for our
politicians and our security forces. It is a well written and exciting story.

"Six Battles for India" by George Bruce. 45/-; 1969. An account of the Anglo-
Sikh Wars of 1845-6 and 1848-9. This should certainly appeal to you as you have
dealt with the period yourself.

"Duel of Eagles" by Peter Townsend. £2.75- Peter Townsend has traced and in
terviewed many survivors of the Battle of Britain - both R.A.F. and Luftwaffe and
interpolates their memoirs with an account of the battle - with an introduction
covering 1914-18 and the inter-war years. The result is a very interesting account
of the battle from both sides.

There is another good account of a Civil War Battle in " Copredy Bridge 1644"
by Margaret Toynbee and Peter Young. This shows Charles 1st as a much better tacti
cian than he is usually given credit for - indeed had it not been for Marston Moor
Charles might well have won the war in that year with the Copredy Bridge and Lost-
withiel campaigns.

"The Israeli Air Force Story" by Robert Jackson. 1970; .E2.50. Is by the same
man who has written "The Red Falcons" - the story of the Soviet Air Force. This is
an exceedingly good study of the Israeli Air Force - which is very efficient and
"professional"; and the author glimpses rather ominous possibilities in the last
chapter. The very ruthless tactics of the Israeli Intelligence in dealing with
German technicians in Egypt are enlightening.

Lastly there is a Fontana paper back "The I.R.A." by Tim Pat Googan (60p) which
is interest-ng, but poses the question whether there can ever be peace in Ireland.
I wonder whether our forces in Ulster could not take some useful lessons from the

Israelis? —ooOoo

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP have the following rules available:-

1750-1850. Cover not only Napoleonic, but Wars of Independence in both North and
South America, as well as confrontations in India and North Africa.
1925-1975. Infantry Action rules, bringing in all support weapons, and provisions for
mine warfare, air drops, and night action. Can cover from present day right back to
actions in the late 20s on the North West Frontier.

1,000 BC - 500 AD. Our original Ancient Rules, with full amendments up to date. The
most widely used set of rules in this period.

Each of the above 48p post free or #1.50 (surface mail) U.S.A. Medieval adapt
ions to the Ancient Rules, 28p post free. Other periods in preparation, all periods
will eventually be covered. All orders, inquiries, etc., to B. O'Brien, 75 Ardingly
Drive. Gorinf-bv-Sea. Surrby.

Bring- /vew &WAUSM and skill to you* &AM0S
w<xh our /vetv

NQVOLEONIP
\A/flR&Pifr)B RVLgS

CPROFlSSI'ONAuy pRirJTTD AW Boua/P)
SPECIAL F£f\XU0.fS INCLUDE DETAILS Of oRG-AVlSATIoVS

ANP FORMATIONS FOR THE MA To0. COMBATANT?
£>0p (PoST FREe)

£. a- T. RBED j 4- CUMBERLAND AVE., VJoP.THING, SUSSEX.



MUST
LIST

At last I have

managed to get hold of
the latest Airfix

figures "American War
of Independence -
Washington's Army" and
I have the greatest
pleasure in reporting

upon them. I think this is a very interesting offering that may well start an up
surge of interest in 18th Century wargaming. With a minimum of >5 usable figures in
the box for 15p you cannot really go wrong, can you? About the only snag that I can
see in using these figures for other than the American War of Independence is that
they are positioned in typically informal poses which, in most cases, would not oe
adopted by the rigidly trained formations of Marlborough's campaigns or the oeven
Years War. The kit contains six kneeling, firing infantry; six standing firing
infantry; six infantry advancing at the high-port; four infantry standing re-loading;
four infantry laying down firing; four infantry crawling along; a drummer; two foot
officers and a character with his hat in one hand and either a flag trailing on the
ground or his shirt hanging out on the other side. Then there is a mounted officer
and two men straining themselves in a hernia-inducing position by lifting two oarrels
(could be rum or gunpowder). Finally, there is a useless if touching little group of
two men carrying a wounded man sitting on a musket with his arms around their should
ers. Knowing the ingenuity of wargamers I have little doubt that this will be con
verted into something but I will be interested to know what! The figures are more
20mm than 25mm, in accordance with the normally accepted Airfix scale but out of
proportion when compared to the latest line of Miniature Figurines models or those
"(napoleonics only) put out by Hinchliffe.

Since the introduction of Helmet 54mm kits in December last, ten different heavy
cavalry models have been released and at least another five will be available during
the year. The manufacturers are tooling-up to make a new series of kits wnich will
be moulded in the same plastic material that has proved so successful with the orig
inal models. Following requests for a model of a standing horse to aud to the pres
ent range of three horses moulded in action positions, Helmet have made arrangements
with Britains Limited to make available a special horse. This is a delightful 54mm
scale horse originated by Britains and not normally available through retail shops.
It portrays a Hanoverian/Holsten horse and is typical of the graceful war horses used
throughout Europe durin •the 18th and 19th centuries. The new horses will be moulded
in brown polythene but they can easily be painted with any mouellers' paints. No
harness has been moulded onto the horses but bridle straps and reins can easily be
added with thin strips of self-adhesive label. The horse will be very suitable for
use with a gun carriage tea lstanding behind cannon which Helmet intend to produce
later.

Still on figures Barry Carter has sent me a fascinating advert headed "Soldiers
Galore!" It reads "Rare opportunity to purchase an assortment of exceptionally well-
made coloured plastic soldiers 2" high. Historical, finely detailed soldiers "through
the ages" - many varieties. 40 soldiers for only 40p, postage and packing paid.
Supplies are limited. Proceeds for charity. P.O./Cheques to 3.C.P.S.A., 7 Grove
Road, Sonning Common, Near Reading, Berks."

Knocking around the hobby shops are some very interesting and low priced pieces
of terrain known as "Power Play Battle Grounds" (Hallam Street, Stockport, Cheshire,
SK2 6(1-1). They measure 24" square and cost 60p each. Each sheet is designed to
join on any three sides by one or ;<ore other sheets so that they can be linked up in
a variety of permutations to make up different terrains. So far it is possible to
obtain Beach Landing, Trench System, Blockhouse Defence, Harbour, Ravine and '.uined
Village. They are made of thin plastic and paint up very well - fixed on to a piece
of hardboard or chipboard and embellished with bushes etc., they are a very cheap
and excellent piece of terrain.

The excellent selection of 3ritish and foreign Kilitary Band L.P's obtainable
from ;.'. .Hartley of 41 Swanmore Road, Bournemouth, Hants, has been mentioned pre
viously in this magazine. Their latest list includes "The Vanishing Regiments" by

*$
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the Royal Military School of Music, Kneller Hall (REB 89); French Cavalry marches
(MODE 9563); French Military marches (CV 970); Marches of Napoleon (MODE 9564);
Soviet Military marches (25433/4); 01- Austrian Military marches (AVRS 9228) and many
others.

J.T.Newton of the Newcastle .vargames Group, (County Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
N.E.1 1RQ) has sent me two sets of rules. One is for World War I Air Wargaming and,
although I have not played with these rules, they are seemingly a very useful addi
tion to a much neglected facet of wargaming. Glancing through them and recalling the
brain-pounding it took to write my book "Air Wargames" they seem to me to be very
workable and good fun. The second set are English Civil War Rules and Joe Newton
tells me that "....they were really produced due to your own and Mr. Neville Dickin
son's ideas from your own sets of rules". I don't know about Neville but I do not
mind this providing the rules are for use within the Club and not being put out
commercially. I might add that when I made a set of rules for the Wessex Military
Society's English Civil War project each set was numbered and marked to the effect
that they were my own copyright. If anyone is interested, I have a few sets of these
English Civil War rules left at 20p per set including postage.

For the last two or three years the list of "The Literature of Wargaming" shown
regularly on the inside rear cover of this magazine has included a booklet "WARGAMES
TERRAIN". For some time this has been out of print but I now have it back in circu
lation, completely re-styled and commercially printed with 31 photographs plus 11
black and white illustrations. This sells at 55p including postage and packing and
gives a very fair basic idea of how to improve ones wargaming terrain with many ex
cellent examples of other peoples handiwork from the photographs.

Alan Sapherson, the well-known Leeds wargamer, has started a wargamer's "empor
ium" at 146 Harrogate Road, Chapel Allerton, Leeds 7, Yorkshire. He is selling
figures, books, etc., and, of considerable interest to those who are "terrain-
conscious" he stocks a fair variety of those lovely cut-out cardboard houses and
castles manufactured on the Continent.

Readers may have seen the full-page coloured advert (for whisky) appearing in
the Times Supplement, showing a very fine Waterloo terrain with a host of figures
(many of them seem to be Hinton Hunts). To the many who have asked if the terrain
is by Peter Gilder, the answer is no - but at Hull a few weekends ago I saw his 24'
x 6' Waterloo terrain with about 4,000 of his incomparable figures and it is even
better than that in the advert!

The Military Philatelic Section, 98 Dominion -<oad, Worthing, Sussex, U.K., have
produced a series of 12 prints by Stadden of British Military Uniforms - in varying
sizes, these seem to me to be remarkably cheap.

00O00

LOOKING AROUND - Continued from 1age 23

TRADITION - No. 55. As always, beautifully produced and invariably contains some
thing of interest whatever your period. This one has illustrated articles on the
Battle of Shiloh 1864; The Defence of Rorke's Drift; Lancers of the Vistula in Spain
1808-1812; Mercer's Journal of the Waterloo Campaign; Neapolitan Troops in Spain
1808-1813; Uniforms of the British Army 1815 including a valuable Table of Campaign
Dress; another American Civil War article about one of Morgan's Raids; The Janissary
Corps of Turkey plus book reviews, etc., and six full-page colour plates - two of
the British Army in 1807 and 1812/15 and four beautiful colour prints of British
Cavalry in the early 19th century that are worthy of framing.

THE TRUMPETER - June 1971- Articles on Rules, Wargames Campaigns; American Civil War
Conversions; Franco-Prussian War rules plus illustrated uniforms guide to Napoleonic
troops of various Germanic States.

THE WARGAMER - May 1971. A new American publication put out six times a year from
2717 Slnora Street, Wheaton, Maryland 20902, U.S.A. at #3.00 per annum (in U.S.A.).
Contains articles on a zone system of wargaming; photographing a wargamc; the Battle
of Blenheim as a wargame; terrain; Avalon Hill board games; rules; banners; Commandos
and other features. A very interesting and helpful first issue which will be valu
able if maintained although the same unfortunate individual seems to have written a
large number of the articles!



LOOKING AROTJiXD

AIRFIX KAG.iEiNE - June 1971. Illustrated with articles on Medieval Siege Artillery;
Conversions in 54mm scale; scratch building 1:76 scale Transport of 1914-1918;
American half-tracks; Airfix conversions - the Prussian Arcjj 1315; plus naval and
aircraft information. July 1971. •''oil illustrated articles on modelling Prussian
Cavalry 1815; 54mm conversion ..orld war II; a 1:76 scale Stuart tank; American half
tracks; Medieval Siege ..eapons; articles on ships and aircraft. Both include the
usual book reviews, correspondence columns, new items, adverts, etc., etc.

THE 3ULLETIN of the British Model Soldier Society - June 1971. In addition to all
the usual features about new figures, books, plates, etc., contains an interesting
illustrated article on Riding Postures 6th-17th centuries and instructions for paint
ing flats.

CALSDONII - March 1971. This is a new wargaming magazine from Scotland that, rather
like another publication, is beautifully laid out and illustrated but a bit short on
content. Of direct interest to war-amers are illustrated articles on the Carthagin
ian Army of the Punic War; Tactics of the German Army World War II; i'he French Army
1810; a modern wargame battle report that, minus rules could be a story of any small
action plus some other articles on aircraft, the Indian Mutiny and a T.A.. exercise.
It is obtainable from Neil Grant, 2 Up Right, 605 Great Western Road, Glasgow W.2.,
Scotland, and costs 20p.

THE COURIER - Vol.111: Mo.4. Contains an interesting article on basic rules by
veteran American wargamer Charlie Sweet; a rather complex battle report of a German/
Russian 1941 wargame illustrated by maps and patter; a re-print of an article on
Medieval Warfare from Table Top Talk; a World War II naval battle report; notes on
the Russo-Japanese Fleets by English wargamer A.L.Nickels; an interesting battle
report Assyria versus Ancient Egypt; plus book and figure reviews and usual items.

D-SLIM - Vol.2: No,8. This American publication contains articles on Psychological
Warfare in bargaining; Avalon Hill game at Bismarck; Rules for tactical Napoleonic
Warfare; plus a baffling pair of scurrilous attacks on leading American wargamers.
No.9 contains another libellous letter this time from the opposition plus articles
on board game Blitzkrieg; American Treaty Cruisers; Napoleonic Tactics; a battle re
port of a Mulu wargame; and instructions for a wargame unique in being the French
versus the Viet-Minh 1950.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - April 1971. If you are up with the strategic and tactical points
of view in this magazine then you are a man separated from the boys! Contains
articles on Submarine i'olicy in the United States Navy, 1919-1941 ; British Generals
versus politicians 1916-1918; Political aspects of American Military Planning, 1941-
1942 (now I know why it took so long to win the war); plus most useful notes on
museums, books and relevant articles.

MILITARY MODELLING - July 1971. Contains illustrated articles on British Infantry
Colours at Waterloo; Ancient and Mediaeval Japanese warriors; visit to the R.A.C.
Tank Museum, Sovington; Bob O'Brien describes Airfix conversions; Modelling 1:76
scale amphibian Terrapin; figure reviews; The Napoleonic Wargame by Charles Grant;
conversions of A.F.V's the Priest and the Kangaroo; plans for 1/76th self-propelled
artillery (British) plus innumerable photographs and adverts. A very good issue.

MODEL BOATS - July 1971. Beautiful coloured cover of the Mayflower and includes
article with plans of an Italian Seaplane Carrier and a Colonial Sloop plus another
with plans of a 3omb Vessel of 1814.

SCALE MODELS - July 1971. Contains a double page of very fine photographs of the
1971 British Model Soldier Society Championships together with lots of beautifully
illustrated articles about model cars, ships and aircraft.

SLINGSHOT - Official Journal of the Society of Ancients - July 1971. Articles on
Heraldry (with illustrations); Hyboria; The Army of Carthage; Imperial Legionaries
(good illustrations) - all these articles are by well-known wargaming "names". A
fine aspect of Slingshot are the highly informative 'small' features. A very good
issue.

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - July 1971. Contains an interesting article with photographs of
the British Army's 1971 new range of combat and dress clothing plus illustrated
articles on military happenings of today together with book and record reviews,

correspondence, etc. !0NTINU31) CM PAG :22.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

SaSP ^
WANTED; "Diplomacy" or any board games, i.J.Carrudice, Bush iiouse, jush Hill,

Pembroke, Pembs.

ooOoo

FOR SALE: 30mm ^tadden/Suren Napoleonics. 14 British Guardsmen (some fully
painted) - £2.50; 4 British Line Infantry + sergeant + officer (semi-painted) +
drummer (fully painted) - El; 4 French Voltigeur (semi-painted) - 75P5 6 Imperial
Guard Grenadier (semi-painted) - .El; plus packing and postage. Send S.A.E. C.G.
Arnold, 35 Main Street, Barkby, Leicestershire.

ooOoo

Recent big increases in British Bank charges have put a handling-charge of 25p
(30 cents) on EACH cheque from overseas. It is economically impossible for Wargamer's
Newsletter to absorb this charge, overseas subscribers sending dollar or non-sterling
cheques must «DD 50 cents to each cheque. American Express drafts, International
Money Orders or Sterling drafts for the specific amount do not need this additional
handling-charge.

00O00

FOR SALE: 20mm Bcruby Horse Grenadiers (mitre) painted as Seven Years War
Prussians; officer and Standard Bearer and 12 troopers with slung muskets. #6.00
(this includes air mail postage). Steve Haller, Apt 10, 107 E. Spring Street, Oxford,
Ohio 45056, U.S.A.

ooOoo

This magazine and all literature and books distributed through it are sold on the
condition and understanding that, as every possible care is taken in dispatch, no
responsibility can be taken for non-arrival. Any items replaced will be charged for.

00O00

G.A.Sole of 47 Queen Mary Avenue, Morden, Surrey, wants the addresses of any
wargamers in Mid-Sussex and any established groups.

00O00

FOR SALE: 20mm Miniature Figurines, 125 foot and 12 metal guns, Napoleonic, well
painted - £12 post free. Pairclough 3ookshop, Yarm, Yorks.

00O00

"Handbook for Model Soldier Collectors" is still available at half-price to
Newsletter subscribers - 85p (#2) including postage and packing. Also a few author-
signed and personally inscribed new copies of "All For a Shilling a Day!" at o5p
(#1.50) including postage and packing. (Originally £1.50 new).

FOR

00O00

SALE: AWI, SYW, Napolconics painted and unpainted wargames figures. S.A.E.
for list to D.Miller, 40 Byland Road, Longbenton Estate, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne 12,
Northumberland.

00O00

WHY not sell your unwanted wargame figures to me. I need all periods, painted
or unpainted so send your list to me now. Tony Wade, 39 Lancastre Grove, Leeds 5-

00O00

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

Books by jonald Feathery tone - Personally inscribed and si,-r.ec by the cuthor.

. ... :.•:/' - Phe original text book of u.r •amin.-. <1.65?> {/••'-•;?)•
1..P-/AL ...v;;.l .;• :.y' - Sea battles with model shins. -'.1.65?. (£'*.'/?).
AIR .•.,'.;;.'...!• >'' - Jattlea with model aircraft. £l.l>5P« (#4.75'«

'ADV.-oCj .'.:•. •:•• •:•' - This follow-up book to "-.arguuies" introduces a .lost of
new ideas and brings the hobby up-to-dati. .',2.40p. {J>~j.±5i-
'.vaRG.-i. . C iMPaIGKS" - Phis book cacers for the experienced war scner who is
seekin ;lar-er seal- campaigns, but it is not coo advanced iov the relative
beginner. Jl.SK)p. (/5.C0).

"!i,.r.D.-.^Oi. .•'o.-* MQ.j-.j-. .A-Ljl.'i.i CoLL^JTo.tS". An essential referor.ee book -ivinj
details of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, records,
dioramas, etc., etc. Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers
- 85p. (/e.oo).

•'»i' th-m ..iTi: 211: g.Yp.. :.'i" - The 1st sikh »:ar 1045-6. .,1.•..,;;•.-.. (A.75).
"all EC: .. Siai.LiNu .-. D.->Y" - Phe story of the loth Lancers in the Si -ii «ar
1J45-6. Nearly out of print! A few signed by the author left at b5p.
(/1.50).

"BATTL^o ,il:.i NOJEL K'L.I-, S" - A new and completely dif.'ercnt book that
introduces the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the exper
ienced wargamer will find interest and value in its pages. .ell illus
trated with drawings and photographs. (Published by David and Charles).
•;2.yop. (/v.00).

"KILITA :'i Mo" iLLIIi'G" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and
casting model soldiers; or. making military vehicles, runs and buildings;
on soldering1 gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets,
.'here is an extensive section dealing with the conversion op -irfix and
Historex plastic figures, published by Mayo and Ward). -.05?- (,O-Q0).

"x.-U'i'ii . ,1a IS" - "Little Wars'1 first appeared in 1913 an" this is a facsi
mile reproduction of the first edition. In this book H.E..ells brought
his considerable imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but
effective rules to rationalise the small boy's pastime of shootin," down
toy soldiers with toy cannon. .

'i.ittle rfars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of play
ing wargames. It is also a book of great charm. il.i5P« (/v.po).

"pl. -^.I.'liE MO.-,!. • LjI. s, 1->9>1918" - 1... .Richard.-. a illustrated
reference Guide for Collectors. £1.65p« C/4.75)*

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1 Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2 Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3 Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in
America) by Tony Bath.

4 Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstonc.

5 Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Feathcrstone.

6 Rules for late 19thCentury Wargames (includingColonial Wars against Natives)
by Donald Featherstonc.

7 Rules for 1917 period wargamo in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.

8 Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20np each (50--.) or the set of 3 for CI.25 (/"5.00) including postage.

".. A3GAM••:••> '.' v? ' !!•'" - 55nP (/1.50). Illustrated boo. let describing how
to construct realistic battlefields. ieprinting - re. , jarly 1971*

These publications can bo obt .ined by sending cash with order to

All dollar and nor. sterling cheques require an additional ,»0 cents
handling-charge udded to them.



Left: Suffolk. Bottom Right: Scharnhoist. Top Right: Ark Royal
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pH Getevery
detail right

withAirfix

It s the little things-like the helicopters, operating
a it?rn*.ramupard, Landing Craft-that really makes the model'
And that swhy Airfix Construction Kits are so fantastically popular.

Every model isaccurate tothe smallest detail-a perfect
replica of the real thing! There are nineteen different series, each

made toa constant scale. Over 300kits, at prices
from 2/11 to 23/6.At allgood hobbyshops and F. W. Woolworth

and N.A.A.F.I. Ask for the catalogue.

The world's
biggest range of

construction kits

STOP PRESS
The Jumbo Jet lakes oil!
Here it is. the sunt
new Boeing 747.
designed to ^,-«
carry n

! superb Airlumodel-
nplelewithmulti-whee
iercamage-is 19'lons

News, articles,conversions (ormodelling enthusiiiu
everymonlhinAIRFIX MAGAZINE ?.6 fromyour
model shop or newsagent


